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This study reports on a grammatical change related to the loss of verb-second (V2) in 

13th-century Old French. In a series of historical texts, “speech” passages are found to be 
grammatically more progressive than corresponding narrative passages, and “speech” produced 
by female speakers is more grammatically conservative than that of male speakers.  
Old French is typically analyzed as a V2 language (Roberts, 1993) because the finite verb 
usually occupies the second position in main declaratives, as in (1).   
(1) Lors demandai-je a mestre Robert... “Then asked-I to Master Robert...” (Joinville)  

By Middle French, however, V2 was largely lost and the now-dominant subject-verb 
(SV) grammar was established. Using prose texts from 1206 to 1306, Vance, Donaldson, and 
Steiner (to appear) documented part of the evolution from V2 to SV by looking at main 
declaratives introduced by a tensed subordinate clause, as in (2).  
(2) Et quant les freres s’en furent partis, il m’appela tout seul. “And when the brothers had left, 
he called me alone.” (Joinville)  

The present study looks beyond inter-textual grammatical variation (which Vance et al. 
considered evidence of a change in progress) and considers two types of intra-textual variation. 
Data from 3000 fronted clauses in the same texts (representing full analyses of each text) reveal 
that the progressive SV grammar is significantly more frequent in passages of direct “speech” 
than in narrative passages within a given text, and that utterances by men are grammatically 
more progressive than utterances by women. The grammatically innovative forms appear earlier 
in “speech” than in narrative, and earlier in men’s language than women’s language. The 
findings provide further evidence of a change in progress, suggest a clearer dating of the change 
than previously possible, and point to the possible social and stylistic significance of the 
conservative V2 and progressive SV forms.  
  


